
Engaging and supporting students: a low cost solution 

- A joint initiative by the Student Learning Centre and the Distance Learning Office 

 

Email support resources developed  

Email support improves levels of student satisfaction in a course and enhances the sense of 

connection with the course and lecturer. There is also solid evidence in the distance education 

literature that providing email message support enhances retention of distance students, 

especially during the early weeks in a course, for relatively little cost in time or money. 

Below is a series of message outlines that can be customised by Departments and emailed to 

students by Course Coordinators or Administrators, or sent using the Blackboard 

communication tools. To cater for the range of activities and practices within distance 

education courses at Otago we have developed the outlines for particular occasions during the 

semester.  

What we know 

An initiative by the UKOU suggests a minimum of 7 key times for sending support messages. 

The messages have been found to be effective in signposting support resources and linking 

students to personal advice available from their tutor and other support staff. 

Ormond Simpson (UKOU) argues for the need to be proactive and to „frontload‟ an email 

support programme using what he calls PaMS or Proactive Motivational Support. He 

advocates an approach that stresses personal motivational messages rather than purely 

informational ones and, once beyond the „front loading‟ period of the initial few weeks of a 

course, suggests messages be “short, friendly, encouraging and sometimes just lighthearted”. 

Simpson (in his book Student Retention in Online Open and Distance Learning) provides evidence to 

show the positive impact of the PaMS approach. 

One feature of both approaches is that good results are obtained even when the messages are 

written in a general sense and sent „in bulk‟. A weekly course newsletter or „Update‟ would 

have the same effect, but may take more time. The impact of the messages is slightly 

improved should an email merge that generates individually named and addressed messages 

be possible. 

In sum, for effective support, email messages should be sent, proactively, at key times, and 

especially during the first few weeks of a course. They should be relatively short, 

motivational and should include information about the key time or activity they are based 

around as well as relevant resources. They can be drafted and sent „in bulk‟ like a newsletter. 

The messages 

The message outlines include ideas for points to raise, and suggestions for resources to 

mention. It is important that they are written as positive, affirmative and, if you can, 

occasionally humorous messages. They are designed for the following times or topics: 



 One week before the start of the course – Welcome 

 First week of the course – Setting yourself up 

  For the first audio-conference – Getting to know each other 

 Second week of the course – Exploring the DE world 

 Third week of the course - Effective studying 

 Before the first (or any) assignment is due – Thinking about your assignments? 

 Mid-course (or a bit later) progress check – When the going gets tough ...  

 Exam revision time (Week 12) – 101 tips for exam success 

 End of course review (Last teaching week) – All good things ...  

These messages are qualitatively different from those you send students about the course 

material/concepts/ideas or about the administration of the course. Differentiate them 

somehow, for example, by using a catchy and ongoing subject line.  

The messages have a set structure – three sections that you can build on: 

 News/motivation 

 Course progress, announcements, feedback, information 

 The (fun) wrap-up. 

The first section is the place to personalise the message. Be yourself to begin – talk about 

events (at work, at home, at play) in your life. Relate course material to current events – we 

all love our topic and can see its relevance in some way. Each new section of the material 

gives a new chance to do this. Be encouraging, make study sound enjoyable and possible. 

The mid section is a place to comment on achievement, talk about what‟s coming next, 

provide interim targets, and note support resources. It‟ll help students pace their work and 

motivate them to continue. You might mention things that past students have found difficult, 

provide general feedback on assignments, but especially you can point students toward 

resources and sources of information that can help their study. 

The final section should be informal once more. Leave your students with a final picture of 

you as a person. You might try a joke! It might even be funny. 

Course Coordinators should determine the timing of messages they will to send to students 

PRIOR TO the course beginning and diary the date they will be sent. Because you will be 

making the messages personal it is best for one person to write the personal aspects of each 

message. 

 

Example of a mid course message 

Here‟s an example provided by the developer of the PaMS approach and adapted for Otago.  

I‟m sure you can do better! 



 

Hi everyone 

My umbrella is inside out, the drains are clogged with leaves, and our family cat is 
spending more time indoors than outside...it’s definitely autumn here in Dunedin. I love 
this time of year for the crisp mornings and beautiful days that follow but I hate the 
raking of leaves that I have to do! It’s a pretty good indicator that we are on the downhill 
slide to the end of the course though. KEEP GOING! 
 
You started your course in March so you’re now over halfway through.  And like 62.7% 
of students at this stage you’re a bit behind with your course (actually I made that figure 
up – but I bet it’s not too far wrong).  So what you need is the world’s shortest guide to 
how to catch up with your studies.  Just remember the word SPUD: 
 
S - stands for:  

 Skim bits of the course - you don’t have to read everything thoroughly.  You can 
sometimes get a good idea of what’s important by skimming through a unit. 

 Skip – you can actually skip some bits if you need to – ask my advice  

 Scrape – you don’t have to do well at everything – sometimes it’s ok to aim to 
scrape through a bit of the course if you need to just to catch up. 

P - stands for the slogan:  ‘Perfectionism is the Enemy of Progress’ which is another 
way of saying it’s ok to scrape.  Although it’s nice, you really don’t have to get 
99% on that assignment. 

D - stands for various ways of finding the time: 

 Defer – there may be things you think you have to do which you can put off for 
a while  

 Delegate – there may be things you can get someone else to do, like help with 
proof reading assignments or abdication from household duties (yeah right!) 

 Decommit – a fancy way of saying there may be things you don’t have to do at 
all, such as social engagements. 

U  - ah; you noticed the absence of U.  I couldn’t find a U – suggestions welcome.   

 

So for our next theme, starting next week, the key reading is Bergoli and Schwartz. 

Focus on that and use your skimming skills on the remaining readings before moving 

on to the practical activity in your Study Guide.  

I’m on leave for two days at the start of next week – heading off to a place where they 

think the Internet is a fancy new fishing device. That means that I’ll be out of touch for 

two days. Since next week is the first in our new theme and you will be focusing on 

reading and the activity, I don’t imagine you’ll want to be contacting me. But if you do, 

then try Wednesday morning.  
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